
transfer of UIcontraction to Duc contraction
[then-Lin-Vigoda (27]

- Entropy Factorization Approach:

-Two approaches: If i comes from product space

* Entropic Independence-
"Light" transfer

-x-x
x

that we love at as

* Entropy factorization& "House" transfer (x,w.--wex), and M and

x
which ends up 8K

in many apps
its lines are spectrally independent

and have marginals >2(1):
[A-sain-Koehler-Phan-Vuong '21]

- Entropic Independence Approach:
IP (X; = wi]> x()

If xxm has JelDmiVix)-Gor X- MT

every XEIRs, then then

PucCUDme,lIMDne1) - same
a

Dx(uDxxelMBx
+
e)x1ep(NIM
a constant for

external
- x- b =l(x)

field XxM(S): = M(S) Tx,



gm(z)
Lemma [A-Jain-Koehler-Phan-Unons] Lemona i If f'd-homover (R)TFAE
We have DacNOxx,"MPxx-EPucCUlIM)

<olobreIg f concave

-f quasi-concave =(211)>13 convex
it and only if Igg is upperbounded by

- ' concave
its tangent at 2=1% *zars

and TFAE:
E ↳

199m(2) [199n(K) + 01s9n(1). (2-1) -Igf upperbounded by tangent

Bounded by bangent: - S21f(K), 15 lowerbounded by tangent
R Locally around z= 1

- It upperbonded by tangentPrc: Globally at all 2.

A

Corollary: If C-g-concave => I
Our contracts by "m

Note: Cg-concave means spectral *
.

independence under all external

fields **M.
-more 1 to any other point.



Proof of Folklore Lemma But this means

19-concave E quasi-concave- fx'+**, IE+"**
Now assume quasi-concave:

S(xx + (xx)y)-,xf(x) + x -x)fy) r
We want to show

Iconcave- Ig-concavef(xx+(-x(y)-xx+(x)-+(1-x)f(y) ↑takelg from above

use concavity ofy
Let x' =xx, y= by such that

f(x)=f(y))=1 a= T( b
=n+ The arguments for tangent versions are

verysimilar
Then f(zKK, 1 for 2 any convex

combination of x'andy'. In particular Essentially because of a-nom all

info aboutof is captured in its

2: = ty')/(***) level set [21(317.
xx+ (1- x)y



Equivalence of Entropy Contraction and
Now if we have Elgconcavity then

Tangent Bound
U9m(1) = (xp,1-, kPr) where p=MDx-

We want

DacCUOke"MDxxxPacCIM)
=>0(9m(z)*(,P
So

Main Idea: For a fixed q= UDxt1, which Smin,gayp.(2-x) =0
U minimizes PuLCUlIM)? It turns out

the answer is always some X*M for (Pinceand
we wantsome XoRs. Moreover

This means min[DeLIUIM) /UD1x1593 is

mindPeLINIMINDm1593=1g(supama is at least Ig (sp20in(C). Plus
in zi =()* we get

enough to Epperbound PeLIUlp) >E2,9,Ig=PacOPax"MOxx)
⑨



It remains to show formula for Oni But WrIsPucIUlIM) = Igrsp-IgEI

↓

this is just convex duality This means

variables ·Xi

minSOxc(FlIM) (VDue=P] -also*convex objective
4
linear const T

Note that at optimum we have In other words, u= x*M.
so opt is found by the external field that

OrPu(VIN) = 2,<iV; where achieves the correct marginals &
We show the "dual" also has the same

vis are the constraint gradients,

namely vi - 1R(() and
optimality condition. First we make
the dual concave:

vi(s) =k1[itS] ·

dual-supSIgTndisUpy,naStagIeM]
convex in w



Opp achieved when Entropy Factorization

OIg gulex) =xq Main Ideas:

d &Pze, instead of One
marginals of 2xM ↑because quadratic polynomial

So the primal and dual have the same we use spin system + marginal

conditions of optimality. We show their bounds here

values are equal: Suppose x-eh is
*Alternate local-to-global thm:

the external field (we can assume
stitch Pze's together

gn(x:=2 xM(s) =1, i.e., already normalized)
BEither use bigstep DU or

by harder and compare!
Dx(x+ (1m) =[(x+M)(s)1951, =

[4g;IgX; Primal

Igna= Ig + xi
hai
=Rgilggdual



I suppose M is a spin system with 2 Alternative localtoglobal:

marginals > ((1). Then for any Let Zi = PxL/rDx+ il(Px
>i)

other 2 we have Previous localJo-global would proceed:

UPxx, (i) (2,-z)-0.kn-zd=(x-7), 1.BE
=8(1) I

(MPk
+ 1
(i) ↑ q(zz - z)=Δ.(n-z)=(=32),yRut

because marginals of we don't have :
j are 41 theseanymore

H

This makes 4 and Out comparable
(21-2e)>B.1....(Emzd)

Lemma. With the above assumptions
(x-z)p(1 - B.B. )(2m2d) j

DxclODxx11MDn+1) v1+o*Spectral
and + maras

Dx(ux
-2/MDx+e)



Instead now we know
Answer: When Ai-CiAiti"
Ai
-(HO) (H 01..... (H 3+1-

(i-Ti)x(+0il(izi) Ax-

apoy & to M, for IT1x
-(x- i)8(1)

and average overT. So we have

Note that this can be rewritten as
Aot-sAe +(n-e18(1--[

Ara -sArex 1+ 23(x - + k8(1)

f(1)2)till sighin -Eby - (re)8(1)Aj A its
This proves that

Question: Aicci. Aill #i.

- Ox(rDx+emPe+1) Px(r)n+elMPx+1)7(1- (420()Pn(v1MAPA, 1--Ae+ 2
Max

=>

o

oNostAc-
OzLVIIM)



3 For a close 60 m, the factor Let us expand Ideal. Main problem

1 - Legal becomes very bad is how to implement Venustep.

However if not-du), this factor

is always 1- ((1); RIgE
Ideal: Use the PaceVet walk for

now we need 60
k-l =(u)! It has tll MLSI resample the erased

and mixes in just 8(1 steps.Lem: If degs bounded by A, there is

Idea 2: [Chen-Lin-Vigoda] showed that for
threshold b =x--p(x) st. for exlo

the "erased" vertices will be in islands
bounded degree spin systems, we can

translate above to elfel MUST for
of size 8lIgn) whip.

PaenxUx+n/ ana.Glauber dynamics.
We can sample each island separately!



Proof: -If we erase (t fraction of Any such onneighborhood gets fully

erased w.p.<(1-p)
t

vertices, then local neighborhood of 4

easy exerciseany grows at most like a free

with
arg. branching factor (AE

Thus by union bound,

These trees die off quickly.
Ip[IV's island(>53[**(1-p).

- Here is a loose argument:
so if lip2 and +xc.1gn, this

is at most n?. Union bounding
let v be some vertex. We know

over all v gives us

#connected subgraphs containing v of size
IP. (any islandx(Ign) >n'?

t is at most A2Ct<A2
R Note that we could set p =1Epc

remember Euler tour

argument from PatelReats?
which means (xl=h(x).

Suppose e -px, POLONI



It remains to prove 1: u(i)=V0x+ i Now again if g
=w'), then

((i)
= mDk+ i

Dulo" lp() ->(k +f()) Onc(v()11M(2)
DeLr()11m(2) >,lysupSzaizais

Proof: We can use an upperbound for Ig supSEcaNwaEisIi3
&(2) =

Sm((z) -X([p;zy) + (1x)([pzy)
-

If we plug in 2i=. we get
where x =0(t) , pxm". Pacr(1m() >,Iganalogithis follows because Smil is a quadratic,

Ig)euIqlo=2Pucql(p) -xxlei.e., 22 and A can be bounded (
by spectral independence as

diagonal - rank 1.
Lamina: 1f9<8(11.p everywhere, and 210
are prob dists, then 419110) =0 (Onc9l(p)).

④
&xercise: Provethis a


